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ABSTRACT

We analyze several telemetry data acquisition systems to gage the system impact of denser
custom ICs being developed under the HSTSS-DAC project. Our baseline is a telemetry
system recently developed at Eglin AFB to support 16 analog input channels, signal
conditioning and encoding for Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) using Commercial Off-the-
Shelf (COTS) ICs. The data acquisition portion of the system occupies three double-sided,
round circuit cards, each 2.3" in diameter. A comparable system using HSTSS-DAC
custom Ics will occupy only one side of one card – a factor of six-volume reduction
compared to the COTS approach.
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INTRODUCTION

The flight test of a guided missile requires the telemetry of numerous analog and digital
signals produced onboard the missile. Analog signals often include outputs from
accelerometers and rotational rate sensors. Future missile flight tests will require that more
analog and digital channels be monitored with greater accuracy and with less space and
power dissipation allocated to the telemetry electronics on the missile. This will be
possible with increasing circuit integration -- denser integrated circuits (ICs) – such as
being developed under the Hardened Subminiature Telemetry and Sensor Systems
(HSTSS) program Data Acquisition Chipset (DAC) project, and by advances in the
commercial IC industry.



To compare the system impact of denser custom ICs, we will describe examples of
telemetry data acquisition systems which were or are being developed for small-diameter
missiles with an outside diameter of 2.75". The first example is a real telemetry system
developed by the USAF at Eglin AFB, and based on Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS)
integrated circuits. We will analyze the component packaging of the Eglin system and
compare it to two designs under development which will use HSTSS custom ICs. Since
the physical volume required by a system is highly dependent on the component packaging
and interconnections we will focus our analysis on circuit card layout and number of cards
and components required to achieve a desired function.

Figure 1. Telemetry System using COTS integrated circuits.

MINIATURE TELEMETRY SYSTEM

The Eglin telemetry system is shown in Figure 1, which shows four round circuit cards,
2.3” in diameter, a pair of curved aluminum board-spacers, and a four-slot backplane card.
The curved spacers allow the four round cards to be stacked in a cylindrical housing. The
right-most card in Figure 1 is the RF transmitter. The second round card from the left
contains the digital encoder logic, which is implemented in a field programmable gate
array (FPGA) IC. The digital encoder card, supports multiple digital input channels,
multiplexing, data framing, encoding for Pulse Code Modulation (PCM), and a pulse-



smoothing filter for interface to the RF transmitter. The remaining two cards are for analog
signal processing. The two analog cards are the same type; and each one supports eight
analog input channels, signal conditioning, analog multiplexing, and analog to digital
conversion (ADC).

The system capabilities are as follows:
1. PCM Output bit rate ~0.5 to 4 Mbit/s
2. Up to 5 discrete channels (sampled at low rates), and byte wide digital input
3. Up to 16 analog channels with independent gain, offset, and 8th order low pass filter

Gain and offset programmed with logic driven 8-bit DACs
Corner frequency of 8th order filter programmed with R,C components

 Maximum corner frequency is 25 KHz (50 KHz with a minor substitution)
4. ADC: 8 bit half-flash type with 4:1 input multiplexer

Maximum sample rate (held on one input) = 1 MSPS
Signal to Noise plus Distortion (SINAD) for 195 KHz tone and 1 MSPS = 45 dB

5.  Maximum sample rate on all 16 channels simultaneously, at 4 Mb/s output rate
= 22 KSPS

The analog channel processing portion takes two out of four cards or about half the total
volume of the Eglin system. Two double-sided circuit cards are used, supporting 8 analog
channels per card, or 4 analog channels per side. Each analog channel input has a buffer
for high input impedance, rail to rail (5V) linear range, and three D to A converters for
programmable gain and offset. Each analog channel has an 8th order switched-capacitor
Butterworth low-pass filter and additional anti-alias filters. Four analog channels are fed to
an 8-bit A to D converter with a 4:1 analog multiplexer front end. There is an ADC on
each side of two cards for a total of four per system. Data is multiplexed onto a byte-wide
data bus on the backplane. The IC placement for the analog card is shown in Figure 2.

The backplane data bus is controlled by the FPGA in the digital encoder card. The FPGA
sequences the data on the bus from specific analog channels to specific word locations in a
data frame. The FPGA supplies frame counts and synchronization bytes and then serializes
the data frame to a single bit stream for transmission. The bit stream is passed through a
waveform smoothing filter before modulation of the RF transmitter. The smoothing filter
removes harmonics of the bit rate to minimize RF bandwidth. See table below for an
example data frame. Many different frame formats can be defined by reprogramming the
FPGA.
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Figure 2. Analog Processing Card, both sides. ADC = Analog to Digital converter with 4:1
multiplexer input. DAC = Octal Digital to Analog converter. F = 8th Order Butterworth
switched capacitor filter. A = Dual Op-Amp. L = Logic (PROM) for programming the
DAC devices. PWR = area for power supply regulator ICs.

All four cards in the Eglin telemetry system share a basic set of area characteristics
dictated by the 2.3” diameter, the cutaway for the backplane, and the footprints of the
spacers and connectors. Most important for packing high functionality into small volume is
the area available per card for attachment and interconnection of components such as IC’s
and capacitors. The relevant areas are computed in Table 1.

Table 1.  Round circuit card - available area for components

Card Dia. and maximum Area for one side 2.3 4.155
footprint
x

footprint
y

area qty. qty.*area

inch inch inch^2 inch^2
Spacer footprint over bolt holes 0.446 2 0.892
Backplane Connector 0.25 0.97 0.243 1 0.243
Backplane Cutaway 0.22 1.41 0.217 1 0.217
Segment for Test Conn. 0.27 1.63 0.325 1 0.325
Subtotal for mounting and
connectors

1.677

Card area for components - one side 2.478
Card area for components - two
sides

4.956



Most of the analog processing card’s area is occupied by passive components such as
resistors and capacitors, which are not shown in Figure 2. For example, each switched-
capacitor filter has around it five resistors and five capacitors. Each Dual Op-Amp has
around it 12 resistors and two capacitors. A summary of all components on an analog
processing card and their footprints is given in Table 2. Table 2 also shows the ratio of
components area to available area (a fill factor) to be about 56%. Because of
interconnection traces and vias this value rarely reaches above 70%, and a value of 56%
reflects a fairly tight layout.

Table 2.  Eglin Analog Card - Sum of component areas.

Eglin Telemetry 8 channel Analog board
Component footprint

x
footprint
y

area qty. qty.*area

Type inch inch inch^2 inch^2
Dual OP AMP 0.10 0.13 0.013 4 0.052
   12 small R's 0.10 0.05 0.005 48 0.240
    2 large C's 0.23 0.09 0.021 8 0.166
Octal Multiplying DAC 0.31 0.30 0.093 3 0.279
    2 large C's 0.23 0.09 0.021 6 0.124
SC filter IC 0.19 0.30 0.057 8 0.456
    5 small R's 0.10 0.05 0.005 40 0.200
    1 small C 0.23 0.09 0.021 8 0.166
    2 medium C's 0.23 0.09 0.021 16 0.331
    2 large C's 0.23 0.09 0.021 16 0.331
ADC with input mux 0.30 0.30 0.090 1 0.090
    2 large C's 0.23 0.09 0.021 2 0.041
PROM 0.22 0.30 0.066 1 0.066
Power Supply Regulation 0.25 0.44 0.110 2 0.220
totals on two sides IC's = 17 all = 161 2.762
Ratio of sum of components' area to card area 2 sides 0.557

Proposed telemetry systems under development will pack more functionality per card,
primarily with integrated circuits with more functions per IC chip. To make the
comparison easier we will use the same round card format as the Eglin system, also
allowing card area for the curved spacers and connectors.

PROPOSED TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

We will describe two proposed systems based on two custom ICs being developed for the
HSTSS-DAC program. The first IC chip is a Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) chip, which is
packaged in a molded plastic 80-lead thin quad flat pack (TQFP). The PCM chip contains
a 4:1 input analog multiplexer; a 12-bit ADC with a maximum rate of 480 KSPS, and all
the necessary logic to compose frames and serialize the data for a PCM bit stream. The



second IC is an Input Signal Conditioner (ISC) chip, which is packaged in a 100-lead
plastic TQFP. The ISC chip contains 16 analog channels with independently programmed
gain, offset, and high order low-pass filter corner frequency. At its output is a 16:1 analog
multiplexer. Both chips are described in greater detail elsewhere [1].

The first proposed system is a combination of one PCM chip and one ISC chip. It is
closest in capability to the Eglin system. It supports 19 analog input channels: 16 with full
signal conditioning and three more channels of higher bandwidth without conditioning.

The 19 analog channel system capabilities are as follows:
1. PCM Output bit rate up to 10 Mbit/s
2. Up to 48 digital inputs grouped into three universal parallel ports
3. Up to 16 analog channels with independent gain, offset, and high order low pass filter

Gain and offset programmed with logic driven 8-bit DACs
High order low pass filters

A cascade of two 4th order switched-capacitor Butterworth filters
Corner frequency programmed with frequency divider logic.

 Maximum corner frequency is ~80 KHz
Three additional high bandwidth channels without signal conditioning

4. ADC: 12 bit successive approximation type with 4:1 input multiplexer
Maximum sample rate (held on one input) = 480 KSPS
Signal to noise  = 54 dB

5.  Maximum sample rate on all 16 channels simultaneously, at 10 Mb/s output rate
= 40 KSPS

The 19 analog channel system can fit on one side of one 2.3” round circuit card, as shown
in Figure 3a. As a rough comparison, the Eglin system requires two analog cards and one
FPGA card for similar functionality. Table 3 shows the area budget for all of the
components required for the 19 analog channel system. As a check, the table shows the
ratio of components’ area to available card area, and fill factor is 54%, typical of a “tight”
layout.



Table 3.  Proposed 19-channel telemetry system round card area budget.

19-analog-channel card
Component footprint

x
footprint
y

area qty. qty.*area

Type inch inch inch^2 inch^2
ISC chip in 100-lead
TQFP

0.63 0.63 0.397 1 0.397

   16 medium C's 0.23 0.09 0.021 16 0.331
    2 large C's 0.23 0.09 0.021 2 0.041
PCM chip in 80-lead
TQFP

0.55 0.55 0.304 1 0.304

    4 large C's 0.23 0.09 0.021 4 0.083
PROM 0.22 0.30 0.066 1 0.066
Power Supply Regulation 0.25 0.44 0.110 1 0.110
totals on two sides IC's = 3 all = 26 1.332
Ratio of sum of components' area to card area 1 side 0.538
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Figure 3. Proposed telemetry data acquisition cards using PCM and ISC custom ICs; a) 19
analog channel version fits on one side, b) additional side to expand to 64 analog channels.

The second proposed telemetry system is a combination of one PCM chip and four ISC
chips see Figures 3a and 3b. The PCM chip and one ISC chip fit on one side of the card
and three ISC chips fit on the opposite side, although the test connector must now use
surface mount pads instead of through-holes. The system supports up to 64 analog
channels with a simultaneous maximum sample rate on each channel of 10 KHz. Sample
rate, filter corner, offset, and gain of each channel can be set independently. Table 4 shows
the area budget for all of the components required for the 64 analog channel system. As a



check, the table shows the ratios of components’ area to available card area, and on two
card sides the fill factor is 58%, typical of a “tight” layout.

Table 4.  Proposed 19-channel telemetry system round card area budget.
64-analog-channel card
Component footprint

x
footprint
y

area qty. qty.* area

Type inch inch inch^2 inch^2
ISC chip in 100-lead TQFP 0.63 0.63 0.397 3 1.190
   16 medium C's 0.23 0.09 0.021 48 0.994
    2 large C's 0.23 0.09 0.021 6 0.124
PCM chip in 80-lead TQFP 0.55 0.55 0.304 1 0.304
    4 large C's 0.23 0.09 0.021 4 0.083
PROM 0.22 0.30 0.066 1 0.066
Power Supply Regulation 0.25 0.44 0.110 1 0.110
totals on two sides IC's = 5 all = 64 2.871
Ratio of sum of components' area to card area 2 sides 0.579
Test connector would have to become surface mount

The main reasons for size reduction in the proposed systems are the higher integration
levels of the HSTSS-DAC integrated circuits. This directly reduces the number of chips
required, but just as importantly it reduces the number of passive components in a
multiplicative way. For example, the integration of 16 channels of analog processing onto
the ISC chip has allowed us to replace: 16 switched capacitor filters with 5 resistors and 5
capacitors each for a subtotal of 160 passives, 8 dual op-amps with 12 resistors and 2 caps
each for a subtotal of 112 passives, and 6 octal DACs with 2 caps each for a subtotal of 12
passives. In all, one ISC chip has replaced 30 integrated circuits and a total of 284 passive
components. The ISC chip normally will need 18 capacitors, so the net reduction is 266
passive components per ISC chip.

We have kept the circuit board and chip packaging technology constant in this comparison.
Since the HSTSS custom ICs will be available as bare die, advanced packaging (such as
chip-on-board or chip-scale packaging) could be used to obtain even greater volume
reduction; however, this would entail greater development costs.

CONCLUSION

We analyzed circuit board layout for three examples of telemetry data acquisition systems
developed for 2.75" missiles, in order to compare the system impact of denser custom ICs.
The first is a telemetry system developed at Eglin AFB to support 16 analog input
channels, multiple digital channels, signal conditioning, conversion, multiplexing, and
encoding for Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) of a RF transmitter. Using Commercial Off
the Shelf (COTS) parts, the data acquisition portion of the system occupies three double-



sided circuit cards, each 2.3" in diameter and supporting 8 analog channels per card. A
comparable system being developed under HSTSS-DAC using custom ICs is projected to
be much smaller. It occupies only one side of one card to support 16 analog channels with
full signal conditioning, conversion, multiplexing, and PCM encoding. Adding three more
ISC chips to the 2nd side of the card expands the capacity to 64 analog channels with full,
independent signal conditioning on each channel. This is a factor of three volume reduction
with a factor of four increase in the number of analog channels compared to the COTS
approach.
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